Comparison between manual and automatic segment generation in step-and-shoot IMRT of prostate cancer.
To compare two methods to generate treatment plans for intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) of prostate cancer, delivered in a step-and-shoot mode. The first method uses fluence optimization (inverse planning) followed by conversion of the fluence weight map into a limited number of segments. In the second method, segments are manually assigned using a class solution (forward planning), followed by computer optimization of the segment weights. Treatment plans for IMRT, utilizing a simultaneous integrated boost, were created. Plans comprise a five-field technique to deliver 78 Gy to the prostate plus seminal vesicles. Five patients were evaluated. Optimization objectives of both planning approaches concerned dose coverage of the target volumes and the dose distribution in the rectal wall. The two methods were evaluated by comparing dose distributions, the complexity of the resulting plan and the time expenditure to generate and to deliver the plan. For both planning approaches 99% of the target volumes received 95% of the prescribed dose, which complies with our planning objectives. Inverse planning resulted in more conformal dose distributions than forward planning (conformity index: 1.37 versus 1.51). Inverse planning reduced the dose to the rectal wall compared to a manually designed plan, albeit to a small extent. The theoretical probability of severe rectal proctitis and/or stenosis was reduced on average by 1.9% with inverse planning. Maximal sparing of the rectal wall was achieved with inverse planning for a patient whose target volume was partly wrapped around the rectum. The number of segments generated with inverse planning ranged between 33 and 52, and between 9 and 13 segments for manually created segments. Dose coverage of the planning target volumes is adequate for both approaches of planning. Inverse planning results in slightly better dose distributions with respect to the rectal wall compared to manual planning, at the cost of an increase of the number of segments by a factor of 3.